ART COLLECTION
Overland Park Convention Center

After the Fire by Patricia Duncan
Apparatus for the Divination of Friendliness and Influence by Matt Kirby
Badlands by Lisa Cole Kronenburg
Barn is Shade by Gary Head
Belle Reve by Tyler Lyke
Boundary Line by Doug Osa
Cardinal Haven by Jonathon Knight
Chouteau Bridge by John English
College Boulevard – Looking East by Allan Chow
Converge by Steven Richardson
Counting Weevils by Mark Moseman
Cup of Joe by Richard Raney
Deep Blue II by John Hulsey
Del Marhaze by Jerry Moon
Douglas County Summer by Phil Starke
81st Street by Richard Raney
Eric II by Michael Ferris
Expansion by Jim Leedy
Fairfax Point III by John English
Farmer’s Market, Overland Park by Phil Starke
Forget Me Nots by David Vertacnik
Garden Door by Jaqueline Warren
Gentle Slopes by Michael Albrechtsen
Going Where? by Jessa Huebing
Growth by Vernon Brejcha
Hinge Café by Josh George
Hoodoo Rain Doll by Michael Allen
Inner City Despair by Terry Lynn Beavers
Kansas Journeys: Both the Practical, and the Impractical by Arlie and Dave Regier
Konza Nightfire by Louis Copt
Late Sunday by Jane Pronko
Lineman by Joseph Lorusso
Lipstick by Miguel Rodriguez
Lyric by Mack Winholtz
Marbles by Susan Tinker
Monument Valley by John Gary Brown
Omyra Amaya by Gerry Lubensky
Origins by Phil Jones
Overland Park Convention Center by Allan Chow
Portrait of Donald Pipes by Brent Watkinson
Portrait of Ed Eilert by Brent Watkinson
Post from the Memory Fenceline by Vernon Brejcha
Quiescence by Lisa Grossman
Red Pears by John Kuhn
Reno in the Afternoon by William Tinker
Rio Theatre by Richard Raney
River Landscape by Wolfgang Vaatz
Rocks in Stream by Jean Howard
Santa Fe Trail 1 by Phil Epp
Santa Fe Trail 2 by Phil Epp
Shamen Never Weep by Jim Brothers
Silence by Matt McCoy
Spiral Climb by Rhett Johnson
Steps by Josh George
Strata Landscape by Michael Hook
Summer's Passing by Lisa Grossman
Tallgrass Serenade by Jon Narum
The Clock Tower by Allan Chow
The Water's Fine by Jane Voorhees
Ties Retired by W.G. Mills
Tor Vandel by Jerry Moon
Tropical Dream by Bruce Burkholder
Untitled Abstract by Roxanne Riva
Untitled by Carolyn Gangel
Untitled Sculpture by Dierk VanKeppel
Untitled Sculpture of a Woman by Linda Lighton
Winter Wheat by Louis Copt
Woodwind by Ed Waldman
You Are Too Close by Stretch (Jeff Rumaner)